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Headline:
A Flashlight Truly Designed to Go Anywhere
Body Copy:
Meet the world’s most versatile flashlight. Powerful. Rugged. And designed to go
with you on all your adventures. Whether your diving a wreck, setting up camp, or
just walking the dog – the GoBe is your ultimate waterproof flashlight.

A Dive Light Like No Other
At 800 lumens on high, the GoBe is bright enough to be used as a primary dive
light. Yet, it’s small enough to slip into a BCD or jacket pocket, so it’s always on
hand whenever you need it. The GoBe has five operational modes: low, medium,
high, SOS mode and an extended life mode. Light your dives on high power for up
to 90 minutes, or stay safe in an emergency with a max run time of 36 hours.
Light & Motion’s Fast Charge technology enables you to go from drained to fully
charged in 3 hours. It’s USB rechargeable, and since it has a fully sealed battery
compartment, there is no need to worry about flooding. Rated to a depth of 120
meters, it’s truly waterproof.
A Configuration for Every Adventure
Go hands-free. The GoBe works with all of Light & Motions mounting accessories.
Put it on your helmet for cave diving, your handlebars for ripping up the trails or on
your camera housing for an underwater photography light.
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With quick-change light heads, easily convert your GoBe to match your adventure.
The GoBe 800 comes standard with a 12-degree spotlight. Convert it to a
floodlight with the wide-angle light head – suitable for underwater video or lighting
up basecamp. Or use it with the red light head for a focus light for your camera
systems or to preserve your vision while night diving.
Technical Specifications
Max Output: 800 Lumens
Charge time: 180 Min
Beam Angle: 12° (spotlight head)
IP Rating: 68
Depth Rating: 120 meters
Impact Resistance: 1 meter
Thermal Management: Passive Cooling
Fast Charge: True
Dimensions: 4.9″ x 1.9″ x 1.9″
Low-quality dive lights just don’t last. And the good ones can run upwards of
$1000. The GoBe offers a professional quality light at an affordable price. Great
for both the weekend adventurer and the experienced diver. And when purchased
from an authorized dealer, all GoBe lights come with a 2-year warranty.
{ Buy Now }
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